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We Build Futures, our related entities, associates and directors
make no guarantee of the success of any investment, the
repayment of capital or any particular rate of capital or income
return. An investment under this POD is subject to usual
investment risks and other risks from time to time.
This POD contains important information and should be read
carefully. At the date of preparing this POD, we did not directly
consider the investment strategy and objectives, current and
future financial situation or actual needs of any one particular
person.
Before making any investment decision, Investors should
consider whether the investment under the terms of this POD is
appropriate to their strategies and objectives, circumstances
and needs.
The terms of this POD are subject to change from time to time.
An electronic copy of this POD is available online at
www.webuildfutures.com.au. Paper copies are available free of
charge by contacting us:
T:
E:
W:
Privacy:

+61 07 55124 180, or
info@webuildfutures.com.au
www.webuildfutures.com.au
www.webuildfutures.com.au/privacy-policy.html

Absolutely nothing – that’s what I have to do to keep
my FRD property portfolio in order. The team at FRD do
absolutely everything, from finding the best places to
invest, to building the home, and making sure my rent
is paid each and every week. Being a remote worker it
is important for me to know that my property is being
looked after and routine repairs and maintenance is
kept up to date. Easy.

Potential Investors should read the whole of this POD.
We Build Futures Pty Limited (A.C.N. 140 651 298) is a wholly
owned subsidiary of FRD Group Holdings Pty Limited (A.C.N.
169 078 844 ). All properties and or house and land packages
are sold under our licensed real estate agency FRD Direct Pty
Limited (A.C.N. 604 703 273 / A.B.N. 12 604 703 273 / REIQ
license 3977053). Unless stated otherwise our homes are built
by our licensed building and construction company FRD Homes
Pty Limited (A.C.N. 617 452 785 / A.B.N. 19 617 452 785 / QBCC
15046435).
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DIRECTOR’S LETTER
We Build Futures

Dear Investor,

We Build Futures is pleased to offer you the exciting opportunity to join our Client Investment Program.
The We Build Futures Client Investment Program is driven by FRD, an integrated property company with interests in finance,
real estate and development. FRD has been involved in the development, sales and management of more than 30 residential
communities across southeast Queensland since 2005. Our people have significant experience in various industries including but
not limited to property, construction and development, finance and investment.
Our Client Investment Program works with our clients across Australia to achieve the benefits of successful property investment.
We help them: reduce their tax and take home more pay; reduce their mortgage and pay off their own home faster; and build
net wealth for a more secure future. Investors can build a passive property portfolio under this Program.
Our Client Investment Program offers our participating clients:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

full disclosure through this POD detailing our company, our people and the Client Investment Program,
quality house and land packages in emerging suburbs close to child care, schools, universities, employment, shopping,
entertainment and major transport infrastructure (road, rail and air),
secured rent paid weekly in advance with annual assessments,
dedicated property management including routine inspections and routine repairs and maintenance,
the opportunity to receive considerable tax benefits through investing in residential properties,
specialised finance and strategic loan advice to consolidate and reduce debts while building net investment wealth, and
dedicated client management to build relationships and help achieve client goals through successful property investment.

We ask that you take the time to read and understand this document carefully as it contains important information about our
company, our people and most importantly our Client Investment Program.
Alongside our partners in building and development, we are committed to a more sustainable future, designing and developing
our communities in accordance with the Queensland Government Smart & Sustainable Homes Design Objectives Report, to
accommodate “economic, social and environmental” elements into every home.
We encourage your participation in this exciting opportunity and welcome you as a valued client.
Yours sincerely,

Dwade Sheehan MBA (Laws)
Executive Director
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SECTION ONE - OVERVIEW OF THE FRD
CLIENT INVESTMENT PROGRAM

OFFER AT A GLANCE
We offer prospective clients the opportunity to invest in our
Client Investment Program which works with investors to
achieve the benefits of successful property investment.

Key Features and Conditions of the Investment
The Facilitating Entity:

Consideration

The Client Investment Program is offered by We Build Futures
and facilitated through FRD Direct, FRD Homes and AIM Finance
Australia which are wholly owned subsidiaries of FRD Group
Holdings Pty Limited.

Offer

How to Invest:
The Facilitator

The Offer

The Asset Class

Those considering investment should contact We Build Futures,
our related sales persons or their adviser.

We Build Futures
T 07 55 124 180 F 07 55 124 181
E info@webuildfutures.com.au

Investment Consideration:
The Client Investment Program offers a range of house and land
packages across various locations in southeast Queensland.
Prices may range between $350,000 and $550,000 (excluding
fees and Government charges).

A Client Investment Program using
residential property with secured rent,
management and maintenance, with
professional taxation and finance
services.

Fees:
The fees payable under the terms of this POD are disclosed and
explained in detail in Section Six of this document.

Quality house and land packages in
emerging growth markets surrounded
by child care, schools, shops,
employment, entertainment hubs and
transport infrastructure.

Secured Rent

The Program offers secured rent
through a RTA Agreement paid weekly
in
advance
with annual
rent
assessments.

Asset
Management

The
Program
offers
dedicated
management including lettings, routine
inspections, reports and routine repairs
and maintenance.

Tax Effectiveness

A significant percentage of expenses
and depreciation are tax deductible
during the term of the investment.

Mortgage
Reduction

The Program offers appropriate loan
structures for investment, debt
consolidation and mortgage reduction.

Fees

There
are
entry,
Government,
management & services fees related to
this Investment (see Section Six).
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The Offer:
We invite Investors to join our Client Investment Program by
purchasing a property under the terms of this POD:
Research, Due Diligence and Land Acquisition:
We conduct lengthy due diligence with key industry partners
when selecting areas for development. We consider data from
leading independent researchers and government agencies to
develop communities in areas which are underpinned by
sustainable economic growth indicators.
Development, Construction and Project Management:
We develop residential communities in southeast Queensland
with nationally recognised developers and partners. We wholly
or jointly project manage the development process ensuring
each community and home meets our stringent criteria.
Tenancy and Secured Rental Income:
On completion of each home, our management partner MRA
becomes the tenant for up to 9 years under a (3+3+3) RTA
Agreement. Rent is paid weekly in advance and has annual rent
assessments.
Property Management and Maintenance:
On completion of each home, our management partner MRA
becomes the property manager for up to 9 years under a
(3+3+3) Property Management Agreement which includes all
ongoing lettings, routine inspections, routine repairs and
maintenance, Terri Scheer Insurance claim administration, and
coordination of all other relevant services.
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Insurances and Risk:
On completion of each home, we will activate Terri Scheer
Home and Landlord insurance policies on behalf of the client to
ensure that each home is covered. We work with the client to
ensure that all insurance policies are maintained and up to date
each year. In the case of an insurance claim, our parties can
manage the claim on behalf of the client only where there is a
Terri Scheer Insurance Policy in place. Clients should note that
failure to put in place Terri Scheer policies, or renew these
policies could put their property at risk, alongside the potential
cost of loss of rent and or damages to the home. Please refer to
Section Six of this POD for more information about insurance
conditions.

•

•

MRA will cease to tenant and manage the property 30 days
after notice to terminate tenancy and management, by the
client, or when the alternative property manager is
engaged, whichever is less.
MRA has no obligation to amend the current tenancy
agreement of the sub-tenant nor find the sub-tenant
suitable alternative accommodation.

Risks of the Investment
As with all investments, the future performance of any
investment can and will be influenced by a number of variables
which are beyond the control of We Build Futures. The level of
capital growth, rent yield, and the tax effectiveness may be
influenced by any such risks factors, which include, without
limitation, those as scheduled below:

Client Management Program:
Under our Client Investment Program, each client is guided
through the process from contract to completion, ensuring all
relevant matters between the client, funder, developer, builder,
council, and conveyancer are completed. On completion our
people will help the client with any needs to coordinate items
including but not limited to the Income Tax Withholding
Variation (ITWV) form and Tax Returns, Terri Scheer Home and
Landlord Insurance policies, RTA and Property Management
Agreements, and other matters concerning their property.

Associated Property Expenses:
Property purchases in Australia are generally accompanied by
significant associated costs. While each state and or territory
differs slightly, these fees include stamp duties, accounting,
legal and conveyance fees. Properties may incur damage from
time to time caused by a variety of factors including natural
disasters, accidents or willful damage by a tenant. Fees upon
sale can also typically include agency fees, marketing,
advertising, client services and professional services expenses.

Taxation and Accounting:
We will help coordinate a depreciation schedule, cash flow
analysis, and the document preparation, completion and
lodgment of annual ITWV forms and Tax Returns. The effective
administration of these tax items ensures the client receives tax
benefits by way of increased net income in each pay cycle.

Taxation:
Investment in direct property enjoys considerable tax benefits
which through increased net incomes assist in funding the
investment (see Figure 1.1). However, various changes in
legislation and Government rulings from time to time, with
particular emphasis on taxation, may affect the outcomes of the
investment.

Mortgage and Finance:
AIM Finance Australia, an ASIC authorized NCCP credit
representative will conduct a lengthy finance consultation and
needs analysis with each client before arranging appropriate
loans for the investment. The loan structure uses a funder and
product which best suits the clients needs. The Client
Investment Program works with clients to improve net wealth
through growth and mortgage reduction.

Figure 1.1 Sharing the Cost of Investment
(Who pays for the investment)

Term and Exit Mechanism:
Selling the property:
•
The client reserves the right to sell their home at any time
giving 30 days notice in writing to the Manager.
•
The client should consider RTA rules with respect to the sub
-tenant, Government Energy Rating Reports and exposure
to relevant taxes associated with the sale of a property.
•
MRA will cease to tenant the property 30 days after notice
to sell by the client, or when the property sells, and or when
the sub-tenant vacates the property, whichever is less.
•
MRA has no obligation to amend the current tenancy
agreement of the sub-tenant nor find the sub-tenant
suitable alternative accommodation.
•
Beyond 30 days, MRA may continue to manage the property
until the sub-tenant vacates the property, or when the
property sells, whichever is less.
Terminating tenancy and management (selecting an alternative
property manager):
•
The client reserves the right to terminate the tenancy and
management of their home at any time giving 30 days
notice in writing to the Manager, considering RTA rules.

Rent
Tax Office
Investor

We recently had an investment property built using
FRD Homes and couldn’t be happier. We have built a
home before using a major national brand in the past
but won’t go back. FRD Homes made us feel like more
than a job number and provided us with regular
updates and images over the phone and email. We will
definitely use them again and will refer them to family
and friends.
N Stevenson, Newcastle NSW
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The sustainable national growth rate and increasingly buoyant
population growth continues to provide demand for housing.
This underlying demand drives upward pressure on house
prices and rent, most sustainably in coastal metropolitan
regions which economically are underpinned by multiple
industries providing employment diversity, three tier education
systems, opportunity, infrastructure and lifestyle.

General Risks of the Economy and Interest Rates:
Overall economic conditions such as inflation, unemployment
and general movements in wages and household incomes can
result in a common downturn in investment and property
market demand levels. Changes to interest rates may also affect
the demand for direct property investment compared to
alternative investment strategies, and can impact the ongoing
net returns and cash flows achievable by investments.

Property still remains one of the most popular investment
choices by Australians. According to data from the ABS the
National Housing Index rose from 52 basis points in 2002 to
more than 150 basis points in 2018 illustrating typical property
cycles over the past 15 years (see Figure 2.1).

Various Other Risk Factors:
•

•

•

Local, global, natural and man made disasters or events can
occur from time to time and may affect the performance of
any investment. Such events however are beyond the
control of We Build Futures.
Investors are advised to regard any investment as a long
term strategy, as with any investment, market fluctuations
can affect the value and position of an investment short
term.
The success of the investment may depend in part upon the
skills and expertise of We Build Futures. We believe
however, future success is not solely determinant upon any
one individual, and there is no assurance that any of the key
personnel will continue to hold office or position within the
affairs of the business.

Experts believe that the inclusion of property is an essential part
of any diversified portfolio. More still as property values
increase so to does the equity in each property (or the total
portfolio). Using our Client Investment Program clients may use
this equity to leverage into future properties over time (see
Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.1 National Housing Index 2002-2018
(Reserve Bank of Australia / ABS)

The Client Investment Program can help reduce uncertainties
by:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Taking into consideration the economy and its affect on the
property market in areas at the time of acquisition;
Suggesting that clients take a medium to long term view
with respect to property;
Ensure that the properties are priced fairly (plus a
contingency for the GST on improvements);
Ensuring that title and ownership of all properties are held
in the client’s name;
Ensuring that clients have Terri Scheer Insurance Policies in
place to protect their home;
Suggesting that clients seek financial or independent advice
before making any decision about this Program.

SECTION TWO - DIRECT RESIDENTIAL
PROPERTY INVESTMENT

Figure 2.2 Illustrating Equity/Portfolio Growth

Why Australians choose property:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strong capital gain (growth) over time;
Income capacity through rent returns;
Tax benefits through depreciation and investment
deductions for tax rate variation and returns;
Rental income and tax benefits essentially fund the majority
of the costs of the property;
Leveragability for increased future investment and lifestyle
opportunities;
Control and the ability to sell it, hold it, even move into it at
any time without penalty;
Diversity alongside superannuation, managed funds and or
shares.

Property prices (equity growth)

•

IP 1

IP 2

IP 3

10 years towards retirement
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SECTION THREE - CLIENT INVESTMENT PROCESS
The Road to Joining the Client Investment Program

Stage

Process

Benefit

Product
Awareness and
Education

We communicate with the market through a
direct marketing and community consultation
process. Brand and product awareness comes
through digital marketing, client education,
channel and referral programs.

We are able to communicate directly with our
clients and stakeholders through a consultative
process. Our transparency and relationships help
us improve our Program for our clients.

Information
Gathering

A prospective client can attend a seminar or meet
with our representatives to complete a workshop
that identifies personal goals and shortfalls and
explore options available.

The prospective client may identify how the Client
Investment Program can help achieve the benefits
of successful property investment.

Analysis and
Proposed
Investment
Outcomes
Consultation

A prospective client can arrange a follow-up
consultation to go through a report which outlines
how the Client Investment Program can benefit
them.

The report qualifies a client giving them an
indication of the tax effectiveness, cash flows,
mortgage reduction and long term benefits of our
Program. A client may then select a property.

Property
Consultation

A prospective client can arrange a consultation
with a property investment manager to learn
more about the Client Investment Program, their
strategy and how their selection will work for
them before completing documentation.

A property consultation gives a prospective client
the opportunity to meet with Program managers
and gain a first hand understanding of how our
Program can work for them.

Investment
Documentation

The prospective client will join the Client
Investment Program completing all relevant
property investment documents.

Industry regulatory contracts and documents
(POA, REIQ, HIA, RTA) provide the client with
protection and rights under the relevant Acts in
Australia.

Mortgage and
Finance
Consultation

Each client will have a finance and needs analysis
completed
by
an
Authorised
Credit
Representative.

The prospective client can have the correct loan
structures in place for investment, future
investment, debt consolidation and mortgage
reduction.

Finance and
Construction

All signed agreements are subject to finance and
the broker will liaise with the client during the
finance
approval,
land
settlement
and
construction phases.

This process provides peace of mind for the client.
During construction stage, photographs will be
provided keeping the client up to date with the
build schedule.

Practical
Completion and
Management

On completion, the client is “on the rent roll” and
their home is under management. The manager
will keep the client up to date at all times.

The Program delivers a passive investment for the
client seeking tax effectiveness, cash flow
management, mortgage reduction and long term
capital growth for financial security.

7
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Why are investment mortgages typically interest only?
Many experts recommend that mortgages on investment
properties should be interest only. Tax relief is not applicable on
principal payments and cash flow is critical for such an
investment. In the case where a client has an existing mortgage,
any residual cash is best used to offset the home mortgage
rather than being wasted paying off principal on the investment
portfolio.

SECTION FOUR - FREQUENTLY ASKED
QUESTIONS
What previous clients have asked about the Client
Investment Program
Why shouldn’t I buy my own property and manage this
myself?
You can. However we are property investment specialist and
have integrated all of the components and uncertainties of this
investment into one Program saving you time and money on
research, purchase price, tax and accounting, mortgage
facilitation, nil vacancy, property management and
maintenance. Owning a home under this Program is more than
just buying an property, its about achieving the benefits of
successful property investment, long term.

What is leverage?
Leverage is the ability to borrow money for the purpose of
investment against equity that you already have, generally in
your own home. Most people who own a home don’t realise
that they can use the equity in it to borrow against and buy
another property, which apart from possibly appreciating in
value will produce tangible tax advantages.
How is rent paid to the client?
Rent is paid each Friday, weekly and in advance via electronic
funds transfer for the term of the RTA Agreement. Rent is paid
in accordance to the RTA Agreement’s initial rental amount
taking into account annual reviews and less the 12 precent (plus
GST) property management fee.

What makes us so unique?
Our Program. We are the only company of our kind which
provides such a fully integrated Client Investment Program. We
are the only company who offers a secured RTA Agreement
becoming the tenant and paying the rent, the only property
manager who pays for routine repairs and maintenance, and
the only facilitator which completes all taxation and finance
matters for the clients. Our Program means our product delivers
on results.

What happens if the rental market changes during the course
of the rental term?
This will not impact your cash flow. The rental agreement is in
place and incurs annual rent reviews meaning regardless of the
rental market increasing or decreasing your rent will be paid
weekly.

Are all properties brand new?
Yes. Our properties are brand new homes in emerging growth
areas for sustained rent, maximum tax effectiveness and capital
growth.

Why do we use the RTA agreement?
It is an industry standard document that provides independent
authorised facilitation under the RTA and the PO Act, and
delivers protection for all parties in the event of a dispute, if
any.

How long does a property take to build?
Upon settlement of the land, the builder will move onto site.
The construction process is approximately 16 weeks.

How are the taxable components of the property broken
down?
There are three mains areas for tax effectiveness in your
investment property. The first being immediate deductions
(those costs which are deductible in the year in which they
occur, including interest only loan repayments, property
management, accounting fees and rates), the second being
medium term deductions (those costs which are deductible
over a maximum of five years or the life of the loan/investment,
which ever is less, and include mortgage insurance and
professional fees, and the third being depreciation or long term
deductions (which includes the capital allowances, plant and
equipment, and low value pooling items, all of which have
different effective lives and are documented in the depreciation
schedule prepared by a quantity surveyor).

Does the property come with a builder’s guarantee?
The property does come with builder warranties and developer
guarantees as required by state and federal legislation.
What if interest rates rise?
Interest rates will probably rise and fall during the term of the
investment. Mortgages can be fixed to reduce potential risk or
changes in returns and cash flow. Remembering however, if
interest rates do rise then there presents greater opportunity
for tax benefits.

My company, AusPro Inspections, was formed to fill the
need in the building industry for a totally independent,
unbiased handover inspection report, that is designed
to work with builders ensuring their new homes are
finished to a high standard. We carry out practical
completion inspections for some of South East
Queensland’s largest builders and developers. It is a
pleasure to carry out inspections for FRD Homes as
each home is consistently of a very high standard with
an attention to detail which exceeds industry standards
in quality and finish.

How can I receive these tax benefits weekly?
We Build Futures, alongside your accountant will help you
complete an Income Tax Withholding Variation Form (ITVW).
This form forecasts the deductions you will have from the
property throughout the year and allows you to receive your
annual tax rebate throughout the year (total rebate divided by
52 weeks) thereby increasing your net weekly income to help
you service the investment alongside the rental income.

Jeff Weston, Director, Auspro Inspections
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What is the 1% Client Investment Program fee for?
This is a one off Client Investment Program fee that covers
items including but not limited to the associated costs of the
client strategy, administration, documentation set-up and
processing, finance liaison, project management, building stage
inspections and reports, and completion and handover
meetings.

How long should I hold on to a house?
The Client Investment Program is a long term strategy designed
to improve net wealth. The longer a client holds their portfolio,
the more capital growth and rent yield they may achieve. Some
clients may never sell their portfolio and may pass it on to the
next generation. Again, this is a personal thing aligned with
strategy.

Where do we make our money?
In essence, through due diligence and expertise. We develop or
jointly develop land and then build homes to create residential
communities. The margins created through the development of
house and land packages is where our clients achieve value, and
where we earn revenue.

SECTION FIVE - BOARD AND EXECUTIVE
MANAGEMENT
Executive Board of Directors
Dwade Sheehan

Who do we recommend as an accountant tax adviser with
respect to the investment?
We recommend that you use a reputable accounting and
taxation firm that specialises in tax effective investments (or
property). If you do not have a close relationship with such an
accountant, we have a preferred accountant as part of our
Program that works with our clients to achieve maximum tax
benefits.

Dwade has a background in corporate advisory and client
strategy and is a director for FRD Group Holdings and our
associated companies.
His experience includes: corporate advisory and client strategy he was a partner at AES Consulting, a corporate advisory firm
that merged with Mainsheet Corporate, the former consulting
arm to Freehills, one of Australia’s largest and most respected
law firms. He has held senior management and director roles in
numerous sectors including professional service firms, project
facilitation and Government.

Who is our preferred mortgage brokers?
AIM Finance Australia (AIM) is a wholly owned subsidiary of FRD
and provides finance and mortgage services specifically for our
clients. While Investors may choose their own broker, we
recommend their broker is a specialised broker who
understands the intricacies of tax effective property investment
and mortgage reduction models. AIM provides ongoing loan
management, financial health checks and advice for the life of
the loan.

Dwade is responsible for client strategy, product development
and performance management. He works closely with our
internal people and strategic partners in development, project
marketing, and client services.
Dwade is a former member of the Australian Swimming Team,
Commonwealth Games gold medal winner and world
champion. He has a masters degree in business and law.

Do I need to get my property insured?
Yes. The bank requires this as a condition of the loan and
reduces risk on the asset for the client. As part of the Client
Investment Program we recommend that a Terri Scheer house
and landlord insurance policy are kept up to date so we can act
on these when required. Two insurance policies are put in place
to protect you as the owner and landlord, being house
insurance which protects the home in the case of major
damage, fire and or natural disasters, and replaces the home as
new if required, and landlord insurance which protects a
landlord from malicious damage from a tenant and absconding
tenant, and may pay up to 52 weeks rent in the case where the
home may have to be rebuilt after a fire or such.

Cy Pearson
Cy has a background in corporate advisory and project
facilitation, and is a director for FRD Group Holdings and our
associated companies.
His experience includes: corporate advisory and financial
controlling - he was a partner of AES Consulting, a corporate
advisory firm that merged with Mainsheet Corporate, the
former consulting arm to Freehills, one of Australia’s largest and
most respected law firms. He has held senior management and
director roles in numerous sectors including professional service
firms, project facilitation and construction and development.

When should I get my next home in the Program?
The Client Investment Program is designed to help clients
achieve increased net wealth through successful property
investment. We do this through capital growth and debt
reduction. Typically our clients who wish to build a property
portfolio over time have been re-investing within 2-3 year
timeframes.

Cy is responsible for the group financial controlling, project
feasibility and development. He works closely with our major
partners and services providers in land acquisition, engineering,
development and construction.
Cy is a former member of the Australian Rowing Team,
Commonwealth Games gold medal winner and world
champion. He has a masters degree in corporate finance.

What happens if we goes out of business?
Remember, the home is yours. You still own the property, you
still have a tenant (and sub-tenant), you still have a manager,
and all your insurances, tax matters and loans are in place.
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Insurance Information

SECTION SIX - ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION

On completion of each home, we will activate Terri Scheer
Home and Landlord insurance policies on behalf of the client. As
part of the Program, we work with the client to ensure that all
insurance policies are maintained and up to date each year. In
the case of an insurance claim, MRA can manage the claim on
behalf of the client only where there is a Terri Scheer Insurance
Policy in place. Clients should note that failure to put in place
Terri Scheer policies, or renew these policies could put their
property at risk.

Fees and Incomes
Rates and taxes: property ownership in Australia attracts rates
and land taxes and differ from time to time in each state and
territory. For more information consult your financial adviser or
local city council responsible for such expenses.
Insurance costs: general insurance costs are relevant and
recommended to cover the investment property for malicious
damage or natural disasters. We use Terri Scheer House and
Landlord Insurance Policies for all homes under this POD.

In accordance to the MRA Property Management Agreement:
The Manager will not be liable to the Owner for any damage to
the Property caused by the Tenant or any other party or event,
but will ensure the Owner’s obligation to maintain both Terri
Scheer Residential Building Insurance and Landlord Insurance
policies against the Property.

Services costs: general services costs or service agreements are
relevant and recommended as part of owning an investment
property, and under this POD, including but not limited to
general pest and termite inspections.

The Parties will ensure between them that all related
insurances are managed, up to date, and paid annually by the
Owner in which case the Owner must not cease or change the
Terri Scheer insurance policies without written approval by the
Manager.

Administrative fees associated with the investment: there are
administrative costs associated with each investment under the
terms of this POD as with any purchase of real property in
Australia. These costs include conveyance, bank registered
valuations upon the property, tax advice fees with relation to
this investment, and associated accounting fees for reporting
throughout the life cycle of the investment.

The Parties acknowledge that the Manager is licenced to
manage claims with Terri Scheer insurance only and that failure
to renew the insurances policies and or a change to an
alternative insurance provider will reduce the Manager’s ability
to meet their duties, meaning that duties relating to claims,
insurance matters or liabilities will be incurred by the Owner.

Property management: as your exclusive turnkey property
manager, MRA charges 12% plus GST of gross rent each week.
This covers all ongoing property management (including
advertising and lettings), routine inspections, matters affecting
the property, representation, and routine repairs and
maintenance in accordance to the Management Agreement.

The Manager cannot manage insurance claims on behalf of the
Owner for a Property which is not insured through Terri Scheer
Insurance, meaning that:

Transfer duty: relevant Government transfer duties apply to the
purchasing and investment in real property in Australia and
differs from time to time in each state and territory. At the time
of print of this POD, we considered only the transfer duties
applicable on direct property located in and under the
jurisdiction of the state of Queensland. Transfer duty payable
on real property is calculated on the purchase price or the
unencumbered value (whichever is greater).

•

•

Our Client Investment Program fee: a one off Program fee is
applicable on each investment under the terms of this POD that
covers items including but not limited to the associated costs of
the client strategy, administration, documentation set-up and
processing, finance and legal liaison, project management,
building stage inspections and reports, and practical completion
and handover meetings and reports. The total fee is equal to 1%
plus GST of the total purchase price of a property and is tax
effective as a capital cost forming part of the cost base on
disposal. A client will only pay this fee once and it is calculated
on their first home under the terms of this POD. Each future
home by the same client will not attract the fee.
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Should a claim be required on a policy, it will be the
Owner’s responsibility to pay tradespersons, liaise with the
insurer and pay any excess or gap that may be required.
Should there be damage to the Property (for example storm
damage to a roof) the Manager will provide appropriate
tradespersons’ details to the Owner to assist in the works
being completed as fast as possible to ensure the Property
is rentable, however it is the Owner’s responsibility to
manage the insurance claim.
Should the Property be untenantable as a result of matters
being claimed on insurance, the Manager will cease to pay
rent to the Owner, whereby rent will resume upon
completion of works which allow the Property to be in a
rentable condition, at the discretion of the Manager.
Should the (sub)-tenant vacate the property and terminate
the RTA agreement as a result of matters being claimed in
insurance, the Manager will cease to pay rent to the Owner
until the Property is in a rentable condition and an
alternative suitable (sub)-tenant is located in the Property.
The Manager will not pay any excess or gap payable against
a claim.
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SECTION SEVEN - HOW TO INVEST IN THE
FRD CLIENT INVESTMENT PROGRAM

SECTION EIGHT - CORPORATE DIRECTORY
Directors
Dwade Sheehan
Cy Pearson

Information and Privacy
If you are interested in investing under the terms of this POD,
then you should contact us to speak with a consultant about
completing a Client Information Form.

Licence Holders
Shaun Hogan, Principal LREA, FRD Direct
Dale Turner, Licensee, FRD Homes
Kim Hoffman, Broker MFAA, NCCP, AIM Finance

Please complete all relevant sections of the Client Information
Form using BLOCK LETTERS. If you have any further queries with
concern to completing the Client Information Form, please
consult your adviser or contact our consultants on + 61 7 55 124
180 (during business hours).

Registered Office
Suites 2-4, 34 Harvest Court
SOUTHPORT Queensland 4215
AUSTRALIA
T:
61 07 55124 180
F:
61 07 55124 181
PO Box 4894
GCMC Queensland 9726
AUSTRALIA

A Client Information Form can be requested through:
We Build Futures
W:
T:
F:

www.webuildfutures.com.au
61 07 55124 180
61 07 55124 181

The Terms & Conditions of the Product & Service offering under
this POD may change from time to time. For further details
please contact this office.

Personal Information and Privacy Statement
Proper completion of the Client Information Form requires the
applicant to provide personal information concerning private
and financial details to the Facilitator.

I would like to thank the entire team my wife and I
have been dealing with at FRD. Firstly from the initial
phone call from Michelle to set up meetings with Ian
Hoffman. Ian was exceptionally pleasant to deal with
and gave us an answer or solution to any questions we
had. I felt at no stage under pressure to buy but was
very excited too as it became very clear we were
making the correct decision with buying an investment
property as well as a future for retirement & business
relationship. I have recommended him to meet with my
next door neighbours.

The Facilitator will collect, hold and use that information in
order to fully assess the informer’s position and ability to invest
under the terms of this POD, and provide service to the
informer as a proposed Investor and client of the Facilitator.
Should the Client Information Form not be completed in its
entirety or incorrectly, the Client Information Form may not be
able to be processed.
The Facilitator may disclose the informer’s information, on a
confidential basis, to relevant advisers, agents and service
providers for the purposes of assessment and processing.

We were also dealing heavily with Kim Hoffman during
the refinancing process and once again she made us
feel like no question was a silly question. The prompt
return of emails on a daily basis on such a daunting
process kept us interested and excited the whole way
through. I must thank Kim because I can imagine the
process behind the scenes to make this happen would
be very difficult at times . It made our job of waiting for
so many unknown answers so much easier when we
had constant updates and a fantastic reliable team.
Overall I would love to give you all a 5 star rating out of
5 of course for the entire journey over the last couple of
months .

If an informer does become an Investor under the terms of this
POD and a client with the Facilitator, being FRD, the Facilitator
may use the information from time to time to make the client
aware of the Facilitator’s products and service offerings that
may be of general interest to the client.
To learn more about our Privacy Policy
www.webuildfutures.com.au/privacy-policy.html

visit:

My wife & I couldn’t be happier and we look forward to
firstly construction and completion then building a
future with FRD.
B & R Dyer, Randwick NSW
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CLIENT INVESTMENT PROGRAM
WE BUILD FUTURES PTY LIMITED
SUITE 3 / 34 HARVEST COURT SOUTHPORT QLD 4215
PO BOX 4894 GCMC QLD 9726 AUSTRALIA
T 61 7 55 124 180
www.webuildfutures.com.au
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